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Round 8 – August 10th 

Cadets 

Heat 1 

The first heat of the day under treacherous conditions saw Oliver Mooij start excellently moving up 2 

places from 4
th

 to 2
nd

 on the first 2 corners of the track. He then found himself at the front of the 

grid just half way through lap 1 after out-braking Helen Ballinger at turn 6. Lewis Harmer gained 2
nd

 

place on the inside of turn 10 still on the first lap while Harry Winsor also moved in front of Helen 

with just a few laps remaining. Sammy Janes offered a late challenge for Harry but was to no avail as 

Harry crossed the finish line just 0.07 seconds ahead of him. Ahead of them was Oliver in 1
st

 and 

Lewis in 2
nd

.   

Heat 2 

The start of the second heat for the cadet category saw Joshua Griffiths and William Davies 

overshoot turn 2 meaning they spun out and dropped to the back of the field. Brandon profited from 

these mistakes moving up into 4
th

 place at turn 4. Luke Richardson and Brandon were having a good 

battle for 1
st

 place as the drivers started their 2
nd

 lap being separated by just 1 second but as the 

race went on Luke continued to build upon his lead eventually opening up a 7 second gap as they 

approached their final lap of the circuit. The chequered flag was given to Luke with William Davison 

just stealing second place on the final lap ahead of Brandon in 3
rd

 place. 

Heat 3 

Joshua Griffiths did brilliantly at turn 2 on the first lap of the third heat to avoid the top 3 drivers all 

taking it too fast and running wide and moving up right into 1
st

 place ahead of Oliver Mooij. Kameron 

Kahn also had an extremely profitable first lap starting from the grid in last position and working his 

way up to 3
rd

. He then moved into 2
nd

 place right behind Joshua before Joshua spun out spun of his 

own accord gifting 1
st

 place to Kameron and 2
nd

 place to Oliver. Joshua managed to salvage 3
rd

 place 

after his slip up while Kameron won the heat finishing just 1.5 seconds ahead of Oliver. 

Heat 4 

Kameron only needed 1 lap to open up a 3 second lead ahead of Luke Richardson who both moved 

up multiple places from their grid positions. The front 2 were running away from the rest of the field 

leading the way by 13 seconds. As Luke started to close the gap on Kameron, they approached the 

end of the race which eventually meant he ran out of time to catch him. Kameron did finish in 1
st

 

ahead of Luke with Harry Winsor in 3
rd

 place.  

Heat 5 

The penultimate heat for the cadet category saw William Davison move up into 1
st

 place from 2
nd

 at 

the expense of Anthony Parra Silva who started on pole. Kameron worked his way past both 

Anthony and Oliver Mooij into 2
nd

 to set up a brilliant battle with William for 1
st

. They were 

separated by just 0.3 seconds as they began their 5
th

 lap leading the way ahead of Oliver in 3
rd

 by an 
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impressive 17 seconds. Kameron just had enough time to catch and pass William making the decisive 

move at turn 4 on the inside with 1 lap remaining. The order then remained the same as the 

chequered flag was given with Oliver still claiming 3
rd

 place.  

Heat 6 

As the cadet drivers started their final heat after a re-grid, Sammy Janes and Joshua Griffiths fell 

victim to the extreme conditions spinning out of their own accord at turn 2 on the first lap. Brandon 

made the most significant move, working his way up to 2
nd

 place from 5
th

 putting him right behind 

Luke Richardson. The front 2 then started to run away with the lead developing a 5 second lead over 

the rest of the field. William Davison occupied 3
rd

 spot ahead of Ben Surtees-Wheat, however the 

whole field were relatively spaced out so no real battles were taking place. Brandon Miah, exiting 

turn 2, lost 2
nd

 place to William spinning out but managed to recover quick enough to hold onto a 

top 3 spot in 3
rd

.  

 

B Final 

Several incidents involving drivers spinning out due to the extremely difficult conditions meant the 

bottom half of the field changed significantly after just 1 lap. The top 3 were Dale Whitaker who led 

the way from Joshua and Sammy Janes. Joshua started to close the gap on Dale and managed to 

work his way past him at turn 5. Sammy then loaded on the pressure to the front 2 as they 

exchanged positions through turns 10, 11 and 1. As the top 3 were separated by just 0.4 seconds, 

Dale pushed too hard to try and regain 1
st

 resulting in him spinning out gifting Joshua a gap out in 

the lead. However, Joshua allowed Dale back into the contention for the last space in the A final as 

he spun at turn 10 running very wide allowing Dale to move back through into 1
st

. With just a few 

laps remaining Joshua managed to gain a better exit from turn 11 allowing him to squeeze past Dale 

again at turn 1 and develop a lead of 1 second. Sammy Janes still right with the top 2 profited from 

Dale running slightly wide at turn 10 meaning he went into 2
nd

 place right behind Joshua. On the 

final lap, Sammy ran wide to avoid Joshua slightly overshooting turn 10 and moved up into 1
st

 place 

only to have Joshua steal it right back at the death as the drivers crossed the line just 0.2 seconds 

apart. Dale did finish in 3
rd

 place a convincing 19 seconds ahead of 4
th

 place.  

 

A Final 

A relatively clean start of the A final for the cadets saw Kameron, Luke and William occupy the top 3 

positions respectively. Joshua Griffiths struggled to cope with the extremely wet conditions, spinning 

out several times putting him at the back of the field. The top 3 were battling closely for the first half 

of the race, until Kameron started to pull away from Luke with a 3 second lead. William was also 3 

seconds down on Luke in 3
rd

 place but the final podium position looked quite secure as he was a 

further 9 seconds ahead of Oliver Mooij in 4
th

 place.  Despite a late scare for Kameron spinning out 

at turn 10, he just recovered it while Luke was breathing down his neck as they crossed the finish 

line. William Davison looked like securing 3
rd

 place for the majority of the race and did so a 

comfortable 9 seconds ahead of 4
th

 place. 
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Juniors 

Heat 1 

The first junior heat in the extremely wet conditions started very well for Charlie Toes who managed 

to work his way up 2 places from his starting position into 1
st

. Despite this, Levi Anderson was right 

on his tail for the duration, he led the rest of the field and passed Charlie at turn 10 as they 

approached the end of their 3
rd

 lap. Archie also regained his grid position ahead of Charlie and 

Benjamin also took advantage of the slip in concentration taking 3
rd

 place as the dri ers’ exited turn 

11. Levi held onto the lead well taking the chequered flag ahead of Archie and Benjamin in 2
nd

 and 

3
rd

 respectively. 

Heat 2 

As the drivers went through turns 1 and 2 of the first lap, some dangerously heavy contact from 

Charlie Toes resulted in a black flag. Levi once again got off to a brilliant start and this time was in 

front after just 1 lap. Right behind him however was Oliver Simpkins and Dean Thomas, who was 

battling for 3
rd

 place closely with George Hucknall. Levi began to run away with the lead developing a 

3.5 second lead half way through the race. Levi secured his second heat win of the day with George 

in 2
nd

 and Oliver just 0.7 seconds behind him.   

Heat 3 

The drivers made their way round turn 1 safely but only the top 2 drivers escaped an incident at turn 

2. A small pile up resulted in Kai Mack and Archie Forber opening up a 2 second lead. Kai began to 

run away with the lead but then spun out at 2 corners on lap 5 resulting in him dropping to 5
th

. This 

left Harrison Pughe with the opportunity to lead the race ahead of Jay Hodson by just 0.7 seconds as 

the drivers began their final lap. He managed to defend well against Jay who eventually closed the 

gap to 0.3 but was too late as they crossed the finish line in the same order. Archie finished the race 

in 3
rd

 place. 

Heat 4 

All of the drivers safely made their way round turn 2 with no real incident. Jay Hodson moved up 

into 1
st

 place ahead of George Hucknall. George came into turn 10 too hot and hit the kerb hard 

enough to make him spin out losing 2
nd

 place to Benjamin Lewis with Oliver Simpkins right behind 

him. Jay Hodson managed to hold onto what was a fairly uneventful heat in comparison to the 

previous ones in the category, with Benjamin and Lewis securing 2
nd

 and 3
rd

.  

Heat 5 

Some heavy contact involving all drivers through the first couple of turns of the first lap allowed Levi 

to open up a 5 second lead after only 1 lap. Charlie Toes also started the penultimate heat well 

moving up 3 places into 2
nd

 place. Despite Charlie doing well to move into 2
nd

, Levi was running away 

with the heat having only completed 3 laps of the circuit. Jay Hodson was only 0.7 seconds behind 

Charlie as the 2 started to pull away but Charlie spun out of his own accord resulting in him dropping 

to 5
th

 place gifting Kai Mack 3
rd

 spot with Jay and Levi ahead of him.  

Heat 6 

The final heat of the National InKart round saw Dean Thomas hold onto 1
st

 place ahead of Toby 

Goodman, while Harrison Pughe managed to squeeze past Benjamin Lewis to take 3
rd

 place. He then 
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continued to push forward in the field closing the gap on Dean as he moved up into 2
nd

 place at the 

expense of Toby. Dean was able to build upon his earlier lead to 6 seconds while Harrison was forced 

to defe d fro  a  atta ki g To y Good a . Despite hi  pili g o  the pressure, To y as ’t a le to 
pass Harrison so they finished 2

nd
 and 3

rd
, while Dean capped off an excellent race finishing 1

st
.  

 

B Final 

As the drivers made their way round the first few corners for the first junior final, no real incidents 

occurred to affect the positions of the field. Archie Forber made the first significant move taking 3
rd

 

place ahead of Kai Mack on the inside of turn 5. Toby began to open up his lead over the rest of the 

field, developing a 4 second lead over Archie and Kai while those 2 were a comfortable 7 seconds 

ahead of 4
th

 place. As the field really opened up, a substantial gap between the top 3 positions 

almost ensured that Toby was going progress to the A final still with a few laps remaining. Archie 

finished in 2
nd

 place 6 seconds behind Toby, the winner, while Kai just lost out on 3
rd

 place, after 

spinning at turn 10, to Matthew Tubby on the last lap.  

 

A Final 

The top 2 drivers Jay Hodson and Levi Anderson exchanged positions twice just 5 corners into the 

first lap. As they approached the final few turns Jay Hodson led the field, Levi dived down the inside 

of hi  at tur   ut ould ’t ake it sti k through to tur  . Dea  Tho as made the move for 1
st

 

position at turn 11 and held onto 1
st

 defending well through turn 1. After getting into the lead Dean 

drove excellently to open up a 9 second lead over Levi in 2
nd

 place who led Jay Hodson and Oliver 

Simpkins who were separated by just 0.1 second in 3
rd

 by a further 4 seconds. Dean capped off an 

excellent final taking the chequered flag with Levi also finishing consistently to take the 2
nd

 place on 

the podium. George Hucknall surprised both Jay and Oliver coming up from 5
th

 place to steal the 

final podium spot on the final lap. 


